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The following provide resources for both teachers and students:

Online self-study and teaching modules for ESL, N-400 vocabulary, USCIS Civics material:  
www.usalearns.org

N-400 Application, Naturalization information, Learning Materials for Students and Teachers:  
www.uscis.gov/citizenship/citizenship

Naturalization Interview Videos:  

Self-Study Quizzes for the N-400 interview, vocabulary, and civics questions:  
http://uscitizenshipsupport.com

Smithsonian Self-Study for the Civics portion of the interview. Audio and Slide Presentation:  
http://americanhistory.si.edu/citizenship

N-400 Spanish, Vietnamese and Other languages:  
https://www.ilrc.org

Pictorial respresentations and written definitions for N-400 vocabulary:  
http://www.uscitizenpod.com/p/n-400-practice_27.html

You tube recordings of N-400 vocabulary and definitions Part 1 and 2:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CVq8wcYH7A  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBupb2HX-jQ&t=356s